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Abstract
Model checking of isolated software components is inherently not possible because
a component does not form a complete program with an explicit starting point. To
overcome this obstacle, it is typically necessary to create an environment of the component which is the intended subject to model checking. We present our approach
to automated environment generation that is based on behavior protocols [9]; to
our knowledge, this is the only environment generator designed for model checking
of software components. We compare it with the approach taken in the Bandera
Environment Generator tool [12], designed for model checking of sets of Java classes.
Key words: Software components, behavior protocols, model
checking, automated generation of environment
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Introduction

Model checking is one of the approaches to formal veriﬁcation of software
systems that gets a lot of attention at present. Still, there are some obstacles
that have to be addressed, at least partially, before model checking of software
can be widely used in practice. Probably the biggest problem is the size of
state space typical for software systems. One solution to this problem (state
explosion) is the decomposition of a software system into small and welldeﬁned units, components.
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Nevertheless, a component usually cannot be checked in isolation, because
it does not form a complete program inherently needed to apply model checking. It is, therefore, necessary to create a model of the environment of the
component subject to model checking, and then check the whole program,
composed of the environment and component. The environment should be
created in a way that minimizes the increase of the state space size caused by
the composition.
1.1 Goals and Structure of the Paper
The paper aims at addressing the problem of automated generation of environment for model checking of software components implemented in the Java
language. The main goal is to present our approach that is based on behavior
protocols [9] and to compare it with the approach taken in the Bandera Environment Generator tool [12], which is the only other Java focused approach
we are aware of.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Sect. 2 provides an
example to illustrate the problem of environment generation and Sect. 3 introduces the Bandera Environment Generator (BEG) [12]. Sect. 4 starts with
an overview of behavior protocols [9] and then presents the key contribution
- the description of our approach to speciﬁcation and generation of environment based on behavior protocols. Sect. 5 provides comparison of the two
approaches and brieﬂy mentions our proof of concept implementation. The
rest of the paper contains related work and a conclusion.

2

Motivation

In order to illustrate how an environment can be created, we present a simple
example - a Java class DatabaseImpl and a handwritten environment for
this class, assuming DatabaseImpl is the intended subject to model checking.
The class implements one interface and requires one internal reference of an
interface type to be set. Therefore, it can be also looked upon as a Database
component with one provided and one required interface.
Key fragments of source code of the DatabaseImpl class look as follows:
public interface IDatabase {
public void start();
public void stop();
public void insert(int key, String value);
public String get(int key);
}
public class DatabaseImpl implements IDatabase {
private ILogger log;
2
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public void start() {
log.start();
}
public void stop() {
log.stop();
}
public void insert(int key, String value) {
...
}
public String get(int key) {
...
}
}
In general, an environment should allow the model checker (i) to search for
concurrency errors (typically reﬂected by introducing several threads that are
executed in parallel), and (ii) to check all the control ﬂow paths (usually
addressed by a random choice of parameter values for all methods).
Captured by “the important” fragments of its source code, such environment could take the following form:
public class EnvThread extends Thread {
IDatabase db;
...
public void run() {
db.insert(getRandomInt(), getRandomString());
String val = db.get(getRandomInt());
...
}
}
public static void main(String[] args) {
IDatabase db = new DatabaseImpl();
db.setLogger(new LoggerImpl());
db.start();
new EnvThread(db).start();
new EnvThread(db).start();
...
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db.stop();
}
In the example, two threads of control, which enable the model checker
to search for concurrency errors, are created. A random choice of parameter
values for the purpose of checking all the control ﬂow paths is employed as
well (getRandom... calls).
Obviously, creating an environment by hand is hard and tedious work even
in simple cases. A straightforward solution to this problem is to automatically generate the environment from a higher-level abstraction than the code
provides. In Sect. 3 and 4, we present two solutions based on this idea.

3

Environment Generator in Bandera

3.1 Bandera
Bandera [6] is a tool set designed for model checking of complete Java programs, i.e. those featuring a main method. It is composed of several modules - model extractor, model translator, environment generator, and model
checker, to name the key of them. The model extractor extracts a (ﬁnite)
internal model from Java source code and the model translator translates the
internal model into the input language of a target model checker. Here, the
Bandera tool set supported the Spin and Java PathFinder model checkers
originally, but currently it is intended mainly for a Bandera speciﬁc model
checker (Bogor [11]).
3.2 Bandera Environment Generator
The Bandera Environment Generator (BEG) [12] is a tool for automated generation of environment for Java classes. Given a complete Java program, the
user of the BEG tool has to decompose the program into two parts - the tested
unit, i.e. the classes to be tested, and its environment. Since the environment
part is usually too complex for the purpose of model checking, it is necessary to create an abstract environment. This abstract environment can be
generated from a model created
•

either from assumptions the user provided, or

•

from a result of code analysis of environment classes (if available).

The model can specify, for example, that a certain method should be called
ﬁve times in a row, or that it should be executed in parallel with another
speciﬁc method.
Since, usually, there exist no environment classes in case of software components, we will further consider only the ﬁrst option - i.e. that the abstract
environment is generated from user-speciﬁed assumptions. For this purpose,
the BEG tool provides two formal notations - LTL and regular expressions.
4
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The actual speciﬁcation (“environment speciﬁcation” in the rest of this section) takes the form of program action patterns (method calls, assignments,
etc), illustrated below.
An environment speciﬁcation for the DatabaseImpl class presented in Sect.
2, written in the input language of the BEG tool, could be as follows:
environment
{
instantiations
{
1 LoggerImpl log;
IDatabase db = new DatabaseImpl();
db.setLogger(log);
int x = 5;
}
-- high level specification of the environment behavior
regular assumptions
{
T0: (db.get() | db.insert())*
T1: (db.get(x) | db.insert(5, "abcd"))*
}
}
The instantiations section allows the user to specify how many instances
of a certain type should be created and under which names they can be referenced. In this example, two objects are instantiated - the log instance of the
LoggerImpl class and the db instance of the DatabaseImpl class.
The regular assumptions section contains regular expressions describing
the behavior of the environment with respect to the tested classes. Each
regular expression deﬁnes a sequence of actions that should be performed by
a single thread of control. In our example, two threads of control are deﬁned,
both modeling a sequence of calls to the insert and get methods on the
IDatabase interface.
Notice that the whole execution is characterized by the speciﬁed threads
(T0, T1) - there is no “main” thread. Consequently, calls to the start and
stop methods on the IDatabase interface cannot be reasonably modeled in
such an environment speciﬁcation.
The BEG tool also allows to specify parameter values of method calls on
the tested classes. If the value of a parameter is not speciﬁed, as in the thread
T0 above, then it is non-deterministically selected from all the available values
of a given type (e.g. from all allocated instances of a given class in the case of
a reference type) during model checking. As a parameter to a method call, it
is even possible to use a variable deﬁned in the instantiations section (such
as x above).
5
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As the BEG tool is not intended speciﬁcally for software components, but
rather for plain Java classes, it is necessary to manually specify the environment for the classes that implement a target component; an alternative would
be to develop a tool for automatic translation of an ADL speciﬁcation of the
component’s architecture and behavior into the input language of the BEG
tool.
However, since the most recent Bandera release is an alpha version only [6],
not being fully stable yet, we have decided to use the Java PathFinder model
checker (JPF) [13]. Consequently, we faced the problem to create an environment generator, since none was available (BEG is not intended for components and, moreover, the latest Bandera version does not allow to use the
Java PathFinder as a target model checker any more).

4

Environment Generator for Java PathFinder

We have built our own environment generator for model checking of components implemented in the Java language. Our approach stems from the
assumption that components are during design speciﬁed in an ADL (Architecture Description Language), which, in particular, includes speciﬁcation of
their provided and required interfaces and also speciﬁcation of their behavior.
The latter is done via behavior protocols [9]. In this section we show how
this behavior speciﬁcation can be advantageously employed for generating an
environment necessary for component model checking.
4.1 Behavior protocols
A behavior protocol is an expression that describes the behavior of a software
component in terms of atomic events on the provided and required interfaces
of the component, i.e. in terms of accepted and emitted method call requests
and responses on those interfaces.

Fig. 1. The DATABASE and LOGGER components, deﬁned in Sect. 2

A protocol example for the Database component from Fig. 1 is below:
?db.start↑ ; !log.start ; !db.start↓ ; (?db.insert || ?db.get)* ;
?db.stop{!log.stop}
6
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Since this protocol speciﬁes the interplay on the external interfaces of
Database, it is its frame protocol [9]. Informally speaking, it speciﬁes the
Database functionality that starts with accepting request for start call on
db. As a reaction it calls start at log and issues response to the start call
on db. This is followed by accepting insert on db in parallel with get on db
ﬁnitely many times. At the end, it accepts a request for a stop call on db
and, as a reaction, it calls stop at log and issues response to the stop call on
db.
Each event has the following syntax: <prefix><interface>.<method>
<suffix> (where the suﬃx is optional; the events having no suﬃx are syntactical shortcuts explained below). The preﬁx ? denotes an accept event
and the preﬁx ! denotes an emit event. The suﬃx ↑ stands for a request
(i.e. a method call) and the suﬃx ↓ stands for a response (i.e. return from a
method). An expression of the form !i.m is a shortcut for !i.m↑;?i.m↓, an
expression of the form ?i.m is a shortcut for ?i.m↑;!i.m↓ and an expression
of the form ?i.m{prot} is a shortcut for ?i.m↑;prot;!i.m↓, where prot is a
protocol. The NULL keyword denotes an empty protocol.
The example above presents also several operators. The ; character is
the sequence operator, * is the repetition operator and || is the or-parallel
operator. Behavior protocols support also an alternative operator + and an
and-parallel operator |. In fact, the or-parallel operator is only a shortcut; e.g.
a || b stands for a + b + (a | b). The | operator denotes all the possible
interleavings of traces that correspond to its operands.
A behavior protocol deﬁnes a possibly inﬁnite set of event traces, each of
them being ﬁnite.
Each component has a frame protocol associated with it, and a composite
component can have also an architecture protocol [9]. The frame protocol of
a component describes its external behavior, what means that it can contain
only the events on external interfaces of the component. On the other hand,
the architecture protocol describes the behavior of a component in terms of
composition of its subcomponents at the ﬁrst level of nesting.
4.2 Cooperation of Java PathFinder with the Protocol Checker
When checking a component application speciﬁed via ADL with behavior
protocols, it is necessary (i) for each composite component in the hierarchy to
check compositional compliance of subcomponents at the ﬁrst level of nesting
and also compliance of a frame protocol with an architecture protocol (ii)
and for each primitive component to verify that an implementation of the
component obeys its frame protocol. For the purpose of checking compliance
of protocols, we use the protocol checker [7] developed in our research group,
and for checking that a primitive component obeys its frame protocol, we
use a tool created via cooperation of JPF with our protocol checker [8]. The
tool has to be applied to a program composed of a target component and its
7
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environment.
Communication between JPF and the protocol checker during checking of
the Database component is depicted on Fig. 2. The left part of the schema
shows the JPF traversing the code (state space) of the component and the
right part shows the state space of the protocol checker, which is determined
by the frame protocol of the component. A plugin for JPF, which we have developed, traces execution of the invoke and return instructions that are related
to methods of the provided and required interfaces of a target component, and
notiﬁes the protocol checker of those instructions in the form of atomic request
and response events. The protocol checker veriﬁes that the trace constructed
from the received events is compliant with the frame protocol of the component. When the protocol checker encounters an unexpected event or a missing
event, it tells JPF to stop the state space traversal and to report an error
(counter example) to the user.

Fig. 2. Communication between the Java PathFinder and Protocol Checker

4.3 Modeling the Environment with Inverted Frame Protocol
The environment of a component can be advantageously modeled by its inverted frame protocol [1], constructed from the components frame protocol by
replacing all the accept events with emit events and vice versa. The inverted
frame protocol constructed this way forces the environment
•

to call a certain method of a particular provided interface of the component
at the moment the component expects it, and

•

to accept a certain method call issued on a particular required interface of
the component at the moment the component “wishes” to do so.
The inverted frame protocol of the Database component introduced above

is:
!db.start↑ ; ?log.start ; ?db.start↓ ; (!db.insert || !db.get)* ;
!db.stop{?log.stop}
8
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Our environment generator accepts all syntactically valid frame protocols
with the exception of protocols of the form ?a + !b and !a* ; ?b. The reason
for not supporting frame protocols of the form ?a + !b is that the environment
driven by inversion of such a protocol cannot determine how long it should
wait for the !b event to occur before it emits a call that corresponds to the ?a
event and therefore disables the other alternative (i.e. !b). Protocols of the
form !a* ; ?b are not supported for a similar reason - the environment is not
able to determine when the repetition !a* is going to ﬁnish. It is recommended
to use protocols of the form !a* ; !b instead (wherever possible) because in
such case the !b event tells the environment that the repetition has ﬁnished.
In order to minimize the size of the state space that JPF has to traverse,
our environment generator performs several transformations of the frame protocol of the target component before creating the inverted frame protocol and
generating the code of the environment. The key goal of the transformations
is to
•

get as many instances of the alternative operator + as possible at the outermost level of protocol nesting. The advantage of this approach is that
all these alternatives can be checked in parallel by multiple instances of
JPF, thus lowering the time requirements for model checking of the target
component.

•

reduce the number of repetitions, and also event interleavings caused by the
| operator, even at the cost of accuracy.
For example, our generator transforms

•

an iteration over some subprotocol to an alternative between an empty
protocol and a sequence of two copies of the subprotocol (e.g. the protocol
!a* is transformed to the protocol NULL + (!a ; !a)),

•

a sequence that contains some alternatives to an alternative between all
possible sequences (e.g. the protocol !a ; (!b1 + !b2) is transformed to
the protocol (!a ; !b1) + (!a ; !b2)),

•

an and-parallel operator connecting two subprotocols, both of them being
alternatives, to an alternative between selected pairs of subprotocols connected by the | operator - the pairs are selected in a way ensuring that each
element of the two alternatives is present at least in one of the pairs (e.g.
the protocol (!a1 + !a2) | (!b1 + !b2) is transformed to the protocol
(!a1 | !b1) + (!a2| !b2)), and

•

an and-parallel operator with three or more subprotocols to an alternative
between selected pairs of subprotocols, where each pair is connected by the
| operator and followed by a sequence of subprotocols that do not belong
into the selected pair; the pairs are selected in such a way that the ﬁrst
subprotocol is paired with the second, the second with the third, and so on
(e.g the protocol a | b | c | d is transformed to the protocol ((a | b)
; c ; d) + ((b | c) ; a ; d) + ((c | d) ; a ; b)).
9
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4.4 Specification of Values of Method Parameters
Our solution to speciﬁcation of the possible values of method parameters is
based on the idea that the user deﬁnes the set of values which are to be
considered as parameters. From the implementation point of view, these sets
are to be put into a special Java class serving as a container for all the sets
of values. The value of a method parameter of certain type is later nondeterministically selected from the set of values considered for that type and
method. In addition to the sets of values common for the whole component,
it is also possible to deﬁne sets that are speciﬁc to a particular method or
interface.
Below is a fragment of the speciﬁcation of values for the Database component:
putIntSet("IDatabase", "insert", new int[]{1, 2, 5, 10});
putIntSet("", "", new int[]{1, 3, 5, 12});
putStringSet("", "", new String[]{"abcd", "EFGH1234"});
The ﬁrst statement deﬁnes a set of integer values that is speciﬁc to the insert
method of the IDatabase interface. The other two statements deﬁne the sets
of integers and strings that are to be applied to all methods of the Database
component interfaces.
The main drawback of this approach is that the user has to deﬁne on
his/her own the sets of values in such a way that will force the model checker
to check all the control ﬂow paths in the component.

5

Evaluation

In this section we compare the two approaches to modeling the environment
described above, i.e. the approach of the BEG tool and our approach based
on behavior protocols.
The main diﬀerences between them are:
•

The BEG tool allows to specify parallelism only at the outermost level of
regular expressions that specify behavior of the environment (there is no
such limit in case of behavior protocols).

•

Behavior protocols have no support for method parameters, therefore the
possible values of method parameters must be speciﬁed separately in a special Java class, while the BEG tool allows to specify the values of method
parameters directly in the expressions that specify behavior of the environment.

It is worth to mention that there is also a diﬀerence in that the BEG tool
targets plain Java classes with informally speciﬁed provided and required interfaces, while our approach targets the software components having provided
and required interfaces deﬁned in an explicit way.
As a speciality, another advantage of support for speciﬁcation of parame10
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ter values directly in expressions that specify behavior is that it enables the
environment generator to select a proper version of an overloaded method or to generate a code that will non-deterministically invoke all versions of the
method that conform to the speciﬁcation.
We have created an implementation of the environment generator that uses
the inverted frame protocol of a component as a model of the environments
behavior. It aims at components that use the Fractal Component Model [5]
and expects that the Fractal ADL is used to deﬁne components. We have
successfully applied our environment generator to a component-based application composed of 20 components. Transformations of the frame protocol,
described in Sect. 4.3, reduce the size of the state space determined by the
protocol approximately thirty times in case of more complex components,
therefore lowering also the time required for model checking of the components, all that at the cost of accuracy, though. Nevertheless, model checking
of more complex components with environment generated from their frame
protocols with no transformations applied is not feasible. Despite the abstractions of the environment introduced by transformations of the frame protocol,
the technique is still much more systematic than simple testing. Let us again
emphasize that model checking of a component without an environment is not
possible at all, because JPF is applicable only to complete Java programs, not
isolated software components.

6

Related work

Except for the Bandera Environment Generator [12], we are not aware of
any other approach to speciﬁcation and generation of environment for model
checking of software components or parts of object-oriented programs. Nevertheless, there exist model checkers for object-oriented programs that do not
need to generate an environment because these tools usually extract a ﬁnite
model from a complete program (featuring the main method) and then check
the model - an example of such a model checker is Zing [2].
There are also tools that solve the problem of automatic generation of
environment for fragments of procedural programs (e.g. drivers, libraries, etc).
An example of such a tool is the SLAM [4] model checker, which is a part of the
SDV tool for veriﬁcation of device drivers for the Windows operating system.
Given a program, the checker creates a Boolean abstraction of the program
(all value types approximated by Boolean) and then checks whether some
desired temporal properties hold for the abstraction. It uses the principle of
reﬁnement to discard errors that are present in the abstraction but not in
the original program (false negatives). The environment for device drivers is
deﬁned by the interfaces provided by the Windows kernel. The SLAM tool
models the environment via training [3]. Here, the basic principle is that, for
a certain procedure P that is to be modeled, it ﬁrst takes several drivers that
use the procedure P, then it runs the SDV tool on those drivers and therefore
11
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gets several Boolean abstractions of the procedure P, and ﬁnally merges all
those abstractions and puts the resulting Boolean abstraction of the kernel
procedure P into a library for future reuse.
Our tool for environment generation is partially based on [10]. The tool
that is described in the thesis, designed for the Bandera tool set, also uses
the inverted frame protocol idea; it is also focused on components compliant
to the Fractal Component Model [5]. We decided not to use this tool mainly
because it generates an environment that increases the state space size quite
signiﬁcantly, since it does not employ any of transformations described in Sect.
4.3 and also does not provide any means for speciﬁcation of method parameter
values - all that makes it almost unusable in practice.

7

Conclusion

Direct model checking of isolated software components is usually not possible
because model checkers can handle only complete programs. Therefore, it
is necessary to create an environment for each component subject to model
checking.
In this paper, we have compared two approaches to generating environment
of components, resp. classes - namely the Bandera Environment Generator
(BEG) tool [12] in Sect. 3, and our approach that is based on behavior
protocols [9] in Sect. 4. Main diﬀerences between the two approaches lie in
the level of support for parallelism, in support for speciﬁcation of parameter
values, and in the fact that the BEG tool is focused on plain Java classes while
our approach targets software components with explicitly deﬁned provided and
required interfaces.
As to future work, an automated derivation of sets of values used for nondeterministic choice of method parameters is our current goal. It is motivated
by the fact that manual deﬁnition of such sets requires the user to carefully
capture a way that will let the model checker to check all the control ﬂow
paths in a target component. A viable approach to the derivation of possible
parameter values could be to use static analysis of Java source code (or byte
code).
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